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Recentstudiesof Hawaiian tholeiiticvolcanicsuitesand of xenolithsof deep-seatedmaterial beneathHawaii lead to the conclusion
that the sourcematerialsare not pyrolitic.Rather,
the sourcematerialshave average100 Mg/Mg -[- Fe ratios of about 82 and averagedensities of about 3.30 g cm-s. Residuesfrom melting have average 100 Mg/Mg -[- Fe ratios
of between84 and 85 and averagedensitiesof at least 3.40 g cm-a. The Hawaiian melting
anomaly appears to be located in somewhatfractionated asthenosphericsource material
whosefusion producesmaterial more densethan either its parent or underlyingmaterial
beneath the asthenosphere.
We proposethat the volcanic activity at the ends of the
Hawaiian, Tuamoto, and Austral chains is not a result of the fortuitous location of thermal

plumesbut rather is a consequence
of shear melting causedby plate motion. Once such
melting begins,a denseresiduumis formed and sinks.This downwellingultimately forms
gravitational anchorsthat stabilize the anomaliesand causeinflow of fresh partially fractionated parental materials into the source areas for the basalts. These anchors do not

drive the platesbut rather representpinningpointsfor meltinganomaliesat both the top
a•d the bottom of the asthenosphere.Gravitational and bathymetric data, as well as heat
flow patternsand anomalousseismicvelocitiesfor wave paths through the deep mantle, all
appear to support this hypothesis.

The Wilson-Morgan hypothesisthat linear
volcanic chainsand aseismicridges are formed
by thermal plumesunder fixed 'hot spots'and
that theseplumesare associated
with the driving

ideas of melting anomaly origin--propagating
fractures [Betz and Hess, 1942; Jackson and
Wright, 1970; McDougall, 1971], rheological
intrusion [Green, 1971], shear melting [Shaw,
1973], bumps on the asthenosphere[Me•ard,
1973], and so on. In this paper we proposethe
idea that the melting anomaliesin the Pacific
at the ends of linear island chainsare relatively
fixed, not by thermal plumesthat rise from the
mantle-core boundary, but rather by gravitational anchorsof residualmaterial that, in the
case of at least the Hawaiian-Emperor, LineTuamoto, and Marshall-Austral chains, have
flowed down through the mantle to the core

mechanism of continental drift has received
considerable favorable attention since its devel-

opment [Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1971, 1972a,b].
It seems apparent that not all of Morgan's
originally assumed20 plumes are of the rome
kind or quality; indeed, Kidd et al. [1973]
proposedthat there are as many as 150 terrestrial plumes, and Wilson and Blurke [1973]
classified plumes into several categories.We
wish to take a conservativestanceregardingthe
plume hypothesis,and we introduce the term
'melting anomaly'in its placeto emphasizethat
unusual volcanic activity may ensue from a
variety of processes.
We alsowish to encourage
the idea that individual melting anomaliesmay
arise from different dynamic situations.Indeed,
considerableattention has been given to other

boundary.

We plan to extendthe mechanismproposed
by Shaw [1973] for the origin of the Hawaiian
melting anomaly.Shaw proposedthat the zone
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in which plate motion is decoupledfrom the
deeper mantle containsvariable gradientsof
horizontalflow velocitiesthat dependintrinsically on the distribution of a variable melt
fraction.The existenceof episodicvariationsin
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volcanic propagation speedsand volume rates
are taken as prima facie evidenceof variations

from that of the deepmantle.This paperdis-

in horizontal flow velocities beneath the litho-

viewedaccordingto additionalpetrologiccon-

cussessomeconsequences
of this dynamic model

sphere,dependentonly on the one assumption straints on compositionsand densitiesof rocks
that magmaproductionis at least partly con- in the asthenospheric
sourceregions.Jackson
trolled by the mechanicsof mantle flow. Shaw and Wright [1970], Jacksonet al. [1972], and
[1973] showedthat systematicfunctional rela- Jacksonand Shaw (unpublisheddata, 1973)
tionships exist between distance of volcanic discussed
the physicalpropertiesand dynamic
propagation,volumesof lava extruded,and time relationswithin the rigid lithosphericplate.
and that these relationshipsare interrelatedby
Shaw's[1973] modelof plate-mantleinteracfeedbackprocesses,
applying the phrase con- tion did not attempt to deal with components
ceptually in a manner analogousto the ideas of of vertical flow implied by density models of
'systemsanalysis'[Forrester,19(}8].The prin- the asthenosphere
and deepermantle. Reevaluacipalfeedbackloopdiscussed
relativeto magma tion of the petrologic data of Jackson and
productionwas the relationshipbetween hori- Wright [1970] in terms of the dynami• model
zontal shearstresses,shear rates, and apparent suggeststhat the Hawaiian melting anomaly
viscosityas a function of melt fraction, as was and other melting anomaliesat the southeastern
proposedby Shaw [19(}9] followingthe analytic ends of the Austral and Tuamoto linear island
results of Grunt)•est [19(}3]. However, other chains are not maintained by hot spots or
types of feedback were pointed out in Shaw thermal plumes but rather are stabilized by
[1973], and we add yet anotherin the present gravitational anchors.We proposeto examine
paper. Some general consequences
of the therthe effect of 'downwelling'below these melting
mal feedbackmodelare: (1) meltinganomalies anomaliesand its relationshipto global kineof the Hawaiian type are interpreted as me- matics. We proposethe following sequenceof
chanical

anomalies

rather

than

anomalies

of

terrestria! heat flow; (2) the asthenosphere
is
defined kinematically and dynamically by the
three-dimensionaldistribution of flow trajectories influencedby the rates of productionand
withdrawalof a melt fraction; (3) the thickness
of the dynamic asthenospherevaries episodically with rates of melting; (4) horizontal flow
velocities in the vicinities of asthenosphere
melting anomaliesaccelerateand deceleraterelative to more or less steady velocitiesof plate
motion and mantle counterflow; and (5) the
directionof propagationof the geometriccenter
of a meltinganomalyrelativeto the deepmantle
tends to be governedby the sign of the vector
sum of lithosphere translation and asthenosphereflow, so that a fixed melting spot could
in principlebe producedby locally symmetrical
counterflow.

Data given by Jackson and Wright [1970-]
suggestedthat the lithosphere beneath Hawaii
behaveselasticallyto depths of about 60 km
and that the sourceregion for thoieiitic basalt

probably extendsto depths of about 100 kin.
Shaw [1973] viewed the region between 60 and

events during a melting episode: (1) a melt
fraction in the asthenosphere
builds up sufficiently to satisfy criteria of extensionalfailure
of the lithosphere; (2) the magma is injected
into the lithosphere; intrusion and, commonly,
extrusion proceed as a consequenceof the uncompensatedhydraulic head produced by density contrasts between rock and magma columns; (3) depletion of the melt fraction in the
asthenospherc increases the degree of shear
coupling between the lithosphere and deeper
mantle; (4) shear stressesbuild up to higher
values than the average for steady plate motion
becauseof a tendency to lock the lithosphereasthenosphereflow boundary at points of melt
depletion; (5) the dense residuum formed in
this depletedzone during melting beginsto sink
through underlying source materials; (6) new,
partially fractionated, material adjacent to the
depletedzoneflowsin to compensate
the volume
deficiency produced by the sinking material;
(7) shearmelting beginsto increasein the new
material becauseof anomalousstressesproduced
by tendenciesto retard motionsof both litho-

sphere and asthenospherenear the site of
100km as the zonein whichmaximumgradients previousmelting,relativeto the generalmotions
of flow velocities occurred and as the general of the entire Pacific plate and underlying
site of decouplingof lithosphericplate motion mantle; (8) melting rates accelerate in the
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upper part of the asthenosphere;(9)the new range at positions ahead of and behind the
asthenosphere
partiallymeltsto tholeiiticliquids throttling point (again we emphasizethat di-

and producesrefractoryresiduawith relatively
high Fe/Mg ratios; (10) shear coupling of
lithosphereand mantle rapidly fails, accompaniedby a stressdrop that occursjust before
repetitionof step 1, in which (11) the liquid
fraction has again built up sufhcientpressure
to satisfy criteria of extensionalfailure of the
lithosphere.Tests of this model are found in
chemicaland seismicdata on density distributions in the mantle and it• data on regional
topographic,gravitational,and heat flow distributions,as well as recentdiscoveries
of anomalous seismicwave paths near the core-mantle
boundarybelowHawaii.

rectionsare definedaccordingto asthenospheric
flow and volcanicpropagation;that is, 'ahead'
refers to positionssoutheastof the Hawaiian
and other ridge fronts that are kinematically
similar). Therefore incipient stagesof partial
melting extend to greater depths behind the
front of maximumtholeiitic melting, which is
approximately below the front of volcanic
propagation,and these materials are carried
up as the flow instability approachesthe culminating stagesof a melting episode [Shaw,
1973]. This effect augmentswhatever initial
gradientsof temperature and melting points
that were responsiblefor the developmentof
melting instabilities at various locationsbelow

SOME
DYNAMIC
IMPLICATIONS
OF
thePacific
lithosphere.
ASTHENOSPHERIC
TRANSPORT
Thevertical
component
of asthenospheric
Asthenospheric
flow below the front of the
melting anomaly implied by the model of Shaw
[1973] proceeds,on the average, at about the

flow aheadof the meltingfront carriessomeof
the residual materials that are left after the
extraction of the tholeiitic fractions downward

same rates as plate motion; it was proposed and again reducesthe heatingrates per unit
that

at

times

horizontal

flow

rates in the

volume because of the reduced shear rates. We

asthenosphere
advancebeyond,and at other note,however,that the total heatingrate below
times lag behind,a fixed positionrelative to a givenpointat the surfaceis givenby the inthe deepmantle.Shawdescribed
this process tegral of local volumetricrates [Shaw, 1973,
as analogous
to a throttlingpoint in the mean p. 1518] and that thesetotal ratesremain,on

flowof sublithospheric
mantletowarda spread- the average,roughlyconstantoverthe Pacific
ing ridge.This conceptdoesnot necessarily
confiict with the resultsof Schubertand Turcotte
[1972], who argued that a model of onedimensional
counterflow
doesnot predict the

mantle,as in modelsdiscussed
by Schubertand
Turcott½[1972]. That is, the wave front of
tholeiiticmeltingis not a hot spot insofaras
lateral gradientsof surfaceheat flow are con-

observed topography of the ocean floor near

cerned.

trenches(but seesection3 of the appendix). The upwardtransportbehindthe melting
However,in order to maintain continuityof front and downwardtransportaheadof this
flow acrossthe positionof a throttlingpoint, front are alsoaugmented
by buoyancyeffecis.
theremustbe an upwardcomponent
of flow Incipientmeltinggenerally
tendsto decrease
the
behindthe position
of the anomaly(relativeto density,and the eventualremovalof tholeiitic
the volcanicpropagation
direction,northwest fractionsby volcanism
tendsto increasethe
in the caseof Hawaiiand similarchains)and densityof the refractoryresiduum.
a downwardcomponent
aheadof the volcanic The remainderof this paper considers
the
wavefront.
questionof densitychangesin the astheno-

Although
the kinematic
necessity
of vertical sphere
source
regionandtheirimplications
on
transfers
in theasthenosphere
wasevident
from downwelling
ahead
ofthemelting
front.
accelerationsof flow velocities discussedby

Shaw [1973],the physical
basisfor two-

dimensional
flowwasnot explicitly
included

DENSITY
MODELS
IN THETHOLEIITIC

SOURCE
REGION

in his thermal feedbackmodel.One important
The presence
of seismictremor at depthsof
implicationof the vertical components
of flow 40-60 km directlybeneaththe summitarea of
vectorsis that the local rate of viscousdissipa- Kilauea volcano[Eaton, 1962, 1967; Koy,anagi
tion is smallerand extendsovera greaterdepth and Endo, 1971] is generallyacceptedas direct
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beneath Hawaii

Garnet

Si02
A1203
Fe203

Dunite*
D102224

Duniteñ
D102103

66ULUP-25

66KAP-1

66SAL-1

39.33
0.85
1.05

44.82
8.21
2.07

38.78
0.91
3.00

Lher•oliteõ
D102100

Calculated
Mantle,,

43.03
4.34
---

FeO

11.48

12.96

7.91

12.67

MgO

43,46

44.90

26.53

35.00

CaO

0.05

0.18

8.12

3.06

Na20
K20
H20+
H20TiO 2
P20 5

0.10
0.00
n.d.
0,13
0.08
0.01

0.04
0.01
0.00
0,00
0.05
0.01

0.89
0.03
0.11
0.15
0.52
0.04

0.65
0.10
o'--o
0.60
0.06

MnO

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.18

C02

n.d.

0.01

0.01

---

C1

n.d.

0•.00

0.00

ßßß

F
S

n.d.
n.d.

0.00
0.01

0.01
0.04

ßßß
ßßß

Cr203

1.00

0.38

0.20

0.31

NiO

n.d.

0.29

0.20

'--

Subtotal
Less 0

99.19
0.00

100.26
0.01

100.05
0.02

100.00
-'-

Total

99.19ô

100.25

100.03

100.00

100 Mg/Mg+ Fe

84.5

85.2

82.9

83.1

*Dunite xenolith,
Ulupau Head, Oahu [Jackson and Wright, 1970].
ñDunire xenolith,
Hualalai volcano, Hawaii [Jackson and Wright, 1970].
õGarnet lherzolite
xenolith, Salt Lake crater, Oahu [Jackson and Wright,
"Calculated composition and mode of Mauna Loa mantle [Wright, 1971].
ôonly a small

sample was available

for

1970].

analysis.

evidenceof movementof magmafrom an upper
mantle

source into the volcanic edifice manifest

at the surface. The product of this melting,
currently being erupted at Kilauea and Mauna
Loa volcanoes, and observed in the cores of
older eroded volcanoes, is tholerifle basalt.
Jackson and Wright [1970] argued that the
residuum from tholerifle melting was dunite
with an average 100 Mg/Mg + Fe ratio of
about 86.0. They based this contention on the
prevalence of deformed, partially syntectonically recrystallized dunire tectonite xenoliths in
lavas younger than tholeiites,which appear to
have incorporatedthese xenolithsin their passage through former tholeiitie sourceregions.
In the case of the Koolau shield, they showed
an areal distribution

of these dunite

xenoliths

in youngerlavas that is spatially related to the

TABLE
Mantle

Modes
Materials

and

Densities

beneath

of

Hawaii

Calculated

Minerals

Olivine

66ULUP-25

66KAP-1

95.6

97.7

665AL-1

Mantle

28.7

60.12

Orthopyroxene
Clinopyroxene
Phlogopite
Amphibole

...
1.3
............
.........

0.1
0.8

12.1
33.5

17.72
15.79

Oxide
Sulfide

3.1
......

1.4

3.6
tr

minerals
minerals

Garnet

......

Apatite

......

Rutile

.........

Total

100.0

4.85

100.0

100.0

0.27

Density, gcm-3

3.36

3.39

3.22*

85.4t

0.14
0.37

0.11

of

..-

tr

...

100 Mg/Mg + Fe

1.02
.-.

22.1

opx/opx + cpx

87.7ñ

100.01

83.8ñ

0.53

...
83.8

olivine

*The published

oldKoolautholeii;cic
eruptioncenter.Chemical gcm-3,
and modal analyses of two of these xenoliths

lb.

value of density

of this

rock was 3.33

a typographical error not previously noted. The
original value of 3.22 gcm-3 has been redetermined.
$Determined by microprobe

analysis

by M. H. Beeson.
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of the tholeiitesare compositionally
as well as

TABLE 2. Densities and Magnesium-Iron Ratios of Potential
Mantle Residua from the Melting of Hawaiian Th,oleiites

Sample
Number

Density,
gcm-3

Rock
Type

Location

100 Mg/Mg+ Fe*
of oliVine

65

KAP-16

3.31

nunite

Hualalai

85.5

68

KEA2-1

3.29

67

KEA2-30

3.27

Dunite
Dunire

Mauna Kea
Mauna Kea

86.5
85.5

63

KAP-10

3

63

MK-10

3 32

Dunitc
Dunite

Hualalai
Mauna Kea

85.5
84.5

67

KEMO-3

3

30

Dunitc

•tauna

84.5

70

KAP-1

3 36

70

KAP•2

3

35

Dunitc
Dunire

Itualalai
Hualalai

85.5
81.5

66

KAP-11

3 42

Dunitc

Hualalai

81.5

35

Kea

spatially linked to the dunitc xenoliths. Given
the compositionof the tholeiitie lavas and of
their deep-seatedolivine-richresidua(or olivine-

rich fractionation products), Jackson and
Wright [1970] and Wright [1971] contended
that parental material must lie on control lines
connectingthe chemicalcompositionsof these
two rock types.
Jacksonand Wright [1970] found the most
,

suitableparental material amongcertaingarnet
lherzolite xenoliths (the chemicalanalyhs and

*Determined by Keith Bargar by X ray procedures [Hots and
Jackson, 1963].

mode of their 'parent' are given in Tables la,
are givenin Tablesla and lb. Densitymeasure- b). Measured densitiesof six Hawaiian garnet
lherzolites(Tables I and 3) range from 3.14ments on eleven dunite xenoliths of this type
range from 3.27-3.42 gcm -3, and the average 3.34 gcm -•, and average3.27 gcm -•. (Again,

calculatedzero pre•ure densitiesfor theserocks
would probably be higher than thosemeasured,
although we cannot at this time say how much.
In general,however,these samplesare consider84.6. (Densities
weredetermined
on rockchips ably more coherentthan the dunires,and meaweighingbetween20 and 500 gramson a Dec- sured densitiesare probably nearer true values.)
O-Gram densitybalance.The duniresare some- The 100 Mg/Mg + Fe ratios of these rocks
what friable rocks,and measureddensitiesfall range from 76.9 to 84.6 and average82.0. The
0.01-0.10 gcm -• below the olivine density 100 Mg/Mg + Fe valuesof the olivinesin these
curvesof either Deer et al. [1962] or Robie et rocks (Table 3) are practically identical with

is 3.34 gcm -3 (TablesI and 2). The 100 Mg/
Mg q- Fe ratiosof the olivinei•nthesedunires,
which are essentiallyequivalentto whole rock
values, range from 81.5 to 86..5 and average

those of the whole rocks.

a/. [1967], in spiteof the fact that the dunires
Both the whole rock and olivine magnesiumcontainseveralpercentspinel.Calculatedzeroiron ratios are consistent with the idea that
pressure
densitypofor olivineof 100Mg/Mg qFe -- 84.6 would be between 3.40 and 3.43 g

these rocks form a range of source materials

cm-%depending
onthe dataused.)
Wright [1971] independentlycalculatedthe

for the rangeof more magnesiandunireresidua
and the range of more ferroan tholeiitic melt

olivinephenocryst
compositions
of Kilaueanand products.In spite of the fact that all these
garnetlherzolitescontain5-20% rather pyrope87.5 100 Mg/Mg q- Fe, respectively.These rich garnet and that they contain more ironvaluesare in fair agreementwith thoseof the rich olivine than the dunites, the abundanceof
dunitc xenoliths,and whetherthe xenolithsare aluminouspyroxenescausesbulk densityof the
residua of partial melting, as Jacksonand rocks to average 0.07 gcm -• lessthan that of
Mauna Loan undifferentiated lavas as 86.2 and

Wright [1970] contended,
or deformedcumu- the dunites.
The garnet lherzolite xenoliths, although
lares,as O'Hara [1968a,b] believed,is unimportantto the fact that the early phenocrysts suitableparentalmaterial for many major eleTABLE3.
Sample

Number

Densities and Magnesium-IronRatios of Potential Mantle SourceRocksfor HawaiianTholelites

Density,

gcm-3

100 Mg/Mg + Fe*

RockType

Location

(Rock)

100 Mg/Mg + Fet
(Olivine)
....

,,

69 SAL-97

3.33

Garnet lherzolite

Salt Lake Crater,

69 SAL-121
69 SAL-96
69 SAL-106

3.•4
3.30
5.54

Garnet !herzolite
Garnet lherzolite
Garnet clinopyroxenite

Salt Lake Crater, Oahu
Sal• Lake Crater, Oahu
Salt Lake Crater, Oahu

69 SAL-89

3.28

Garnet lherzolite

0ahu

Sait LakeCrater, Oahu

*Fromunpublishedchemical analyses, Elaine L. Brandt, U.S. Geological Survey analyst.
ñDeterminedby Keith Bargat by X ray procedures [Hots and Jackson, 1963].

84.6

86

84.2
81.5
76.9

83.5

82.5

81.5
76
81 .$
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ments, are obviouslydepleted in potassium, nosphere to the seismiclow-velocity zone and

phosphorus,
water,and the large rare earths. gave evidence that a two-phase mixture of
Wright [1971] therefore took a different ap-

crystalline material and liquid may exist in the

proachand calculatedthe chemicalcomposi- region we considerto be the sourceof melting.
tion and modeof Mauna Loan parentalmaterial

We see no reason to supposethat the upper

at a givenMgO content(Tablesla and lb). mantle, which is so seismically heterogeneous,
The elivine of Wright's calculatedparental is compositionally homogeneous.Instead, the
material has a 100 Mg/Mg + Fe ratio of 83.8,
and the whole rock value is 83.1. The range of

dynamicprocesses
of plate motion that created
the asthenospheremay well have fractionareal

100Mg/Mg -t- Fe of 100Kilaueanand Mauna it, and, in the Hawaiian region and perhaps
Loan elivine controlledtholerites,calculated generally acrossthe Pacific, it may be enriched
from Wright [197!], is 49.0-79.0,but the in iron, potassium,water, phosphorus,and the
averageis 57.2,considerably
lowerthan Green's large rare earths with respectto both the base
[1971, p. 723] rangesof 63-73 for 'basaltsof of the lithosphereand the mantle below the
world-wideoccurrence.'Although it is not fea-

asthenosphere.Whether or not the entire low-

sibleto caiculate
the densityof Wright'sparen- velocity zone is enriched in these constituents,
tal assemblage,
it is apparentthat the presence we proposethat the shearmelting processitself
of suchlargequantitiesof aluminous
pyroxenes enriches source material flowing into the site
and amphibole(Table lb) wouldresult in an of a melting anomaly by enhancing lateral
assemblagedensity less than that of dunite migration of low melting point constituents.
The differencebetweenthis type of material and
with a 100 Mg/Mg -]- Fe ratio of 84.6.
It seems clear from two different sets of data
that below spreading ridges may be largely a
and two approachesto the analysisof those consequenceof dynamic effects,although lateral
data tha• the Hawaiian tholeiitic parental

heterogeneitiesin mantle compositionmay also

material cannotbe pyrolite [Ringwood,1966;

be a factor.
Our best estimate of the nature of the source
material for Hawaiian tholeiitic basalt is that it

Green and Ringwood, 1967]. Pyrolite has a

100 Mg/Mg + Fe ratio of 89.0 [Green, 1971]
and wouldyield residua(or early phenocrysts) consists basically of garnet lherzolite, quite
with even higher Mg/Mg + Fe ratios; it also probably containinga small liquid fraction enwouldyield lavaswith higherratiosthan those riched in large ions, that it has a bulk 100
observed at Kilauea and Mauna Lea. It may

well be that the average compositionof the
oceanicmantle is pyrolitic; it may evenbe that
the sourcematerialsfor mid-oceanicridgebasalts

Mg/Mg • Fe ratio of about 82, and, if a fluid
phase is present, that it has an average zero
pressuredensity poof no more than 3.30 gcm -3.
The residuum of the melting processis dunire

away from meltinganomaliessuchas Iceland with an average 100 Mg/Mg • Fe ratio of
are pyrolitic.The sourcematerialfor Hawaiian about 84.6 and an average zero pressuredensity
tholerites,however, appears to be too overly poof at least 3.40 gcm-•.
enriched in iron and in large ion constituents

suchas potassium,
water, phosphorus,
and the
largerrare earthsfor it to be a resultof the
static melting of material of pyrolitic composi-

DYNAMIC

ANALYSIS OF GRAVITATIONAL
A•c•o•s

Sinking rates o[ dense bodies. Given that

tion.

the densityof residual
materiMs
in the source

Seismicevidenceplacesthe origin of Hawaiian tholeiitic magmas at depths at least as
great as 60 km. Their sourceis thereforenear
the base of the oceaniclithosphereand in the
asthenospherc,
whetherdirectlyby shearmelting, as we believe,or as a resultof the intrusion
of asthenospheric
materialsinto the lithosphere
as Green [1971] and McDougall [1971] believe.
Spetzlerand Anderson[!968] and A•vlersonet
al. [1972] consideredthe relation of the asthe-

region is greater than that of the parental
material, sinking of this residuumis inevitable
unlessthe underlyingmantle has a high enough
yield strength to prevent downwelling.Morgan
[•965] showedthat the stressesat the boundaries of a sphericalor cylindrical'sinker' with
a diameter of the order of 100 km easily exceed
any likely valuesof a yield strength for mantle
materials [cf. Shaw et al., 1968, p. 259]. Flow
laws for dunitic materials and estimates of effec-
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tive viscositiesfor solid state creep in the

showedthat when an aggregateof particles

mantle substantiatethis conclusion[Weertman,

was depositedat the interface between two

1970; Goldreichand Toomre, 1969; Dicke, fluids (aqueoussolutions),of whichthe lower
1969]. The abovestudiessuggestan effective fluid was the more dense,the resultingslurry
viscosityof the order of 10• poisesfor the (denserthan eitherof the homogeneous
fluids)

deepmantle.

firsttended
to spread
out,butthenveryrapidly

(In this •mplified discussion
we simplyassumethat the viscosityis constant.However,
if a powerlaw modelsuchasthat described
by
Weertman [1970] is applied for boundary
stresses
givenby the densitycontrastand dimensionsof sinkers discussedby Morgan
[1965], the effectiveviscositycould be even
smaller'.For example,if the radius of the
sinkeris 100 km and Ap ,-• 0.05, the average
boundarystresses
are of the orderof 100bars.
From Weertman[1970,Figure 5] the effective
viscositywouldbe 10• poisesfor T -- T•f2,
whereTm is the meltingtemperature,and 10•

formed unstablelobesthat coalesced
into a
streamtube that descended
to the bottomof
the container.
Figuresla and lb are reproductions of his sketchesof this process.Bradley
foundthat after the initial stagesof development the rate of descentof the leadingend of
of the suspension
cloudwas remarkablyconstant. Unfortunately,he gave no estimatesof
the bulk densityof the suspension.
If it is
assumed
that the velocityis mainlygoverned
by the diameterof the stream tube and the
densitycontrast,the densitycontrastbetween
solutionand suspension
for the caseof Fig-

poises
for T -- T•. Weertman
[1970,Figure7]
suggests
that T rangesfrom T• to T•/2 betweentheasthenosphere
andcore-mantle
boundary. If so,the effective
viscosities
for the sinker
wouldneverexceed10• poises.)
The sinkingrateof a spherical
body,asgiven
by Morgan[1965],is foundfromthe equation

ure I (the reportedvelocitywas about 1
cm sec
-•) wouldhavebeenabout10-' g cm-•,
underthe assumption
of laminarflow.Thiscon~
trast seemsrather small, judgingfrom the
description
of the mannerin whichthe suspensionwasformed,and it seemslikely that the
velocitywaspartlyinfluenced
by tendencies
for
turbulent instability, as is shownin other ex-

U -- 2ga2
Ap
9,

I

1-]-(3/4)e-•(9/16)e2
• ...
(1)

wherea is the radiusof the sphere,Ap is the
densitycontrast,• is the effectiveviscosityof
the mantle, and e is the ratio a/D for D, the
depth of the center of the spherebelow the

amples
illustrated
byBradley.

In an independent
experiment,
oneof us

(Shaw,unpublished
data,1966)observed
the

term is a correction
for the effectof proximity
to the surface.Equivalentcorrections
for boundary effectsare givenin manyotherstudies[e.g.,
Happel and Brenner,1965,pp. 329-331]. For

growth of a vertical densitycurrent of small
glassbeads(diameters5-60 /•m) in a viscous
siliconefluid (viscosity10'• poises).In this case
the flow was demonstrably
laminar (the diameter of the stream tube was about 0.2 cm).
Measuredvelocitiesover a distanceof 13 cm
(length/diameterratio > 50) were between
2 X !0-• and 2 X 10-• cm sec-•, decreasing
with
time becausethe rate of supplyof suspension
diminished
and the tube diameterbecamevisi-

a radiusof the orderof 100kin, a densitycontrast Ap • 0.05g cm%anda viscosity
of 10•
poises,the sinkingvelocityis of the orderof
1-3 cm/year, dependingon depth below the
surface.Theseratesare of the sameorderof
magnitudeas the averagepropagation
ratesof
the Hawaiianridgeduringits earlierstagesof

bly attenuated(roughlyby a factorof 3). The
average
densityof the suspension
wasestimated
to be about !.1 g cm-• (on the basisof the
initial concentration
of particles),givinga density contrastof about0.1 g cm-•. The Stokes
velocityfor a sphereof the abovediameter
and densityin the samefluid wouldbe about

growth [Shaw,1973,Table 2].
Vertical density currents. The growth of
vertical densitycurrentsin a fluid was documentedin a remarkableseriesof experiments
and observations
by Bradley [1965, 1969]. He

2 X 10-• cm sec"•.
The approximateagreementwith Stokes's
law is substantmted
by the resultsof Happel
and Brenner [1965, p. 156] for the resistance
forceson cylindersand prolatespheroids
trans-

earth'ssurface.The first term on the right side
corresponds
to Stokes'slaw, and the second
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lated parallel to the axis of revolution. Generally speaking,the resistanceforce increases
with the length, compared with that for a
sphereof the samediameter,but the buoyancy
force also increasesand the sinking velocity
of a rigid vertical cylinder would be greater
than that of a sphereof the same diameter. In
the case of a cylindrical density current, however, the velocity is mainly governedby the
rate of supply of the suspension.
If the radius
and density contrast were constant,the velocity
would increase as the length became greater,
but this would require an increasing rate of
supply to maintain constancyof density contrast

and radius. Therefore,

with

a constant

Fig. lb.

supply rate, the radius (or, in liquid suspensions, perhaps the concentrationof particles)
will decrease,and this will tend to maintain a

more or lesssteadyrate of descent,in agreement
with the observationsof Bradley [1965] and of
Shaw (unpublisheddata.,1966).
THREE-DIMENSIONAL

FLOW MODEL FOR HAWAII

In order to focus on the interactions

of vari-

ous dynamic mechanismsthat operate in the
vicinity of a melting anomaly, we have drawn
a highly schematic picture of the mantle in
Fig. la.
Figure 2, showingstreamlinesof asthenospheric
flow
near the top of a vertical stream tube. We
Fig. 1. Growth of a vertical density current in
emphasizethat the position of the anchor relaexperiments by Bradley [1965]. (a) 'Several small
vertica• density currents forming on the under- tive to surfacetopographydependson evaluaside of a disk of particles suspendedfor an tion of several factors that influencethe presinstant at the interface between dilute ß sa•ine
sure distribution in the mantle (some of the
solution and an overlying layer of distilled water.
A moment later these tiny density currents factors are discussedseparately in the appendix). Numerical modelingin three dimensions
merged into one current, which entrained the
remainder of the particles above the chemocline' will be required to test the implicationsof the
[Bradley, 1965, Figure 2, p. 1424]. (b) 'A later model as it is conceived in the qualitative
stage of the currents . . . , showingthe small
vertica• density currentsmerged into a single sketch. The three-dimensional trajectories of
current, in which some of the original filaments flow between the site of the melting anomaly
may be seen.The diffusedmargin of this density and the top of the density current locked in
current contrasts sharply with the smooth walls
the deep mantle are undoubtedlyvery complex.
of faster-flowingvertica• density currents'[Brad- A general mental picture of the flow can be
ley, 1965,Figure3, p. 1424].(Figuresand legends
obtained, however, by imagining a layer of
copyright 1965 by the American Association for
the Advancementof Science.Reproducedwith viscousliquid flowing over a plane surface that
permission.)
contains an aperture permitting some of the
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the flow field is only slightly disturbed if the
aperture is small relative to the horizontal
dimensions of the stream. If there is no trans-

lation of the viscouslayer, of course,the flow
pattern is simplythat of a simpleorifice[Happel and Brenner, 1965,p. 153].
The model in Figure 2 representsa snapshot
at a time long after the densitycurrentbecame
lockedto the deepmantle. Early in the development of sucha system,beforethe sinkingresiduum has penetrated below the asthenosphere,
the densitycurrentis not pinnedto the mantle.

(a)

NW

Lithosphere

(b)
---•

Asthenosphere

At this stagethe meltinganomalycan be expectedto migrate relative to the deepmantle,
and the propagationdirectionof related volcanism could be either forward

or backward

relative to the sign conventionsfor the Hawaiian ridge,depending
on relativevelocities
of the
lithosphereand a•henosphere.The samesituation could arise if an anchor, having reached
the deep mantle, becamedecoupledfrom its
source.

Mantle
Core

Fig. 2. Schematic views of downwelling of
dense residua from tholerite melting. (a) Plan
view showing hypothetical flow lines in the
asthenospherealong a horizontal plane taken at
a time near the culmination of a melting episode.
(b) Vertical sectioa showing offset between
position of melting anomaly feeding surface
volcanism and pinning point where dense residua
penetrate and become fixed relative to the deep
mantle.

The

distance

of offset is uncertaia

and

is expected to vary during a volcanic episode.
Penetration of the density current into the
mantle below the asthenosphereacts to position
the melting anomaly by influencing flow rates of
undepleted asthenospherethat melts accordingto
the shear mechanism of Shaw [1973]. The diam-

eter of the density current varies wit.h depth
depending on melting rates and rate of production of residual fractions.

liquid to leak out the bottom. In slow viscous
flow, the velocitiesdirectly upstream from the
aperture are increased,whereas downstream
there is a local regionof backflow,a stagnation
point, and gradually increasingvelocities. At
some distance from the aperture in both the
flow directionand directionsperpendicularto it

T•e variationin diameterof the streamtube
shownin Figure 2 corresponds
to variationsin
the meltingrate, because
timesof highvolcanic
productionrate increasethe supplyrate of the
dunitie density current and consequentlyits
local sinkingvelocity.Sincethis velocityalso
influences local horizontal velocities in the

thenosphere,
thesevariationsrepresent
an additional feedbackloop that governsthe volcanic
episodes.If the supply rate subsequently
diminishesor if the sinking rate becomestoo

great,the upperpart of the streamtube becomesattenuated and the velocitiesand melting

ratesin the asthenosphere
are diminished.
Thus
thermal feedback in the asthenosphereis ex-

pectedto interact with pulsationsof flow or
with kinematic waves moving down along the

densitycurrentto the depthof stablestratification. This depthwill be the core-mantle
boundary if phasetransitionsdo not changethe sign
of buoyancy forces.
GEOPHYSICAL TESTS

G•'aviiy. We wish to considerthe influence
of the density current on gravity from the
viewpoints
of (1) free-airanomalies
and (2) the
gravity field determinedfrom satelliteorbits.
The free-air anomalieswill be more strongly

influencedby densitydistributionsand dynamics near the earth's surface,whereasthe geoidal
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Fig. 3. Interpretationof gravity data along a profile acrossthe Pacific [Uspensky,1972,
Figure3]. 'Gravity profileacross
the PacificOcean.CurveA showsregionalgravityanomalies
of the first order from satellite observations;curve B, residualgravity free-air anomalies;
curve C, ocean-floortopography;curve D, variation of apparentdensity of the combined
layer of the crust and mantle to a depth of 50 km below sea level. Numbers refer to regions
studied. 1, Japan trench; 2, northwestPacific Ocean basin; 3, mid-Pacific mountains; 4,
Necker ridge; 5, Hawaiian ridge; 6, fracturezone; 7, east PacificOceanbasin; 8, Clarion
fracturezone; 9, Shimadabank; 10,eastPacificridge; 11,Middle Americatrench'[Uspensky,
1972, p. 6320].

contoursreflect more general balancesdeeper in
the mantle [Stacey, 1969,p. 51].
As mentionedin the appendix, section2, the
analyses by Morgan [1965] suggest that regionsof horizontal convergenceshouldbe associated with negative free-air anomalies,other
things being equal. Figure 3 showsgravity profiles acrossthe Pacific, reproducedfrom Uspensky [1972, Figure 3]. Strong negative free-air
anomalies are found at the trenches. The

Ha-

waiian ridge is associatedwith a very sharp
positive anomaly but is flanked on both sides
by negative anomaliesnearly as large as those
found at trenches. If the positive anomaly is
associated with

mass distributions

in the litho-

sphere,subtractionof that anomalywould leave
a very large negative anomaly centeredslightly
east of the topographicmaximum. However, it

Figure 3 also gives the regional anomalies
from satellite observations showing a broad

positiveanomalynearlycenteredover Hawaii;
this anomalyis shownin more detail on the
contourmapsof Kaula [1972]. Morgan [1972a,
p. 206] statedthat the anomalysubstantiates
the existenceof a thermal plume under Hawaii,
givingthe explanation,
'Suchgravity highsare
symptomaticof risingcurrentsin the mantle-the less dense material in the rising plume

produces
a broadnegativeanomaly;but the
satellitepasses
closerto the excess
massin the
elevatedsurfacepushedup by the current,and
the net gravity anomalyin the area over the
risingcurrentis positive.'However,the virtual
indifference of anomalies in geoid shape to
continental massesillustrates that there is little
correlation with surface elevation [Stacey,

phasizedby Morgan [1965] that free-air anomalies are produced by many complex factors

1969; Katda, !972]. If: is also_noted
that the
geoidalanomaliesare generallypositiveover
both spreadingridgesand trenches[Kaula,

that obscure their dynamic interpretation.

1972].
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Kaula [1972, p. 393] mentionedfive factors

sive enrichmentof the upper part of the asthenospherein iron, potassium,water, phosin a steady-stateflow system: (1) the piling phorus, and other large minor elements,
up of material at the surface, (2) the replace- whetheror not the entire asthenosphere
is enment of lessdenseby more densematerial at an richedin thesematerials.As we arguedearlier,
interior interface, (3) thermal contraction, the refractory residua (or early crystalline
(4) transition to a denserphase,and (5) petro- products)associated
with tholelitemeltinghave
logical fractionation in which a less densecom- a higherrangeof 100 Mg/Mg + Fe ratiosthan
that can influence the existence of a mass excess

ponent is separatedfrom the material beforeit
enters the region. These points are an almost
literal descriptionof the processesimplied by
our model of gravitational anchors.The total
mass builds up becausethe tholeiitic fractions
are carried away from the centerof downwelling
by plate motion.
Another point made by Kaula seemsparticularly apt in view of our description of the
melting anomaly as a throttling point adjacent
to a region of downwelling(stagnationof horizontal flow). He stated [Kaula, 1972, p. 393],
'The greater effectiveness
of lateral transfer also
suggeststhat stagnationpoints (regionswhere
the flow changesdirection, such as ocean rises
or trench and islandarcs) will tend to be regions
of gravity excess,while regions dominated by
horizontalflow will tend to be regionsof gravity
deficiency.'
All the above commentsobviouslyshow that
qualitative dynamic interpretations of gravity
data are ambiguous.Our main point, however,
is that the data are at least as consistent with

a downwellingmodelas an upwellingmodel,and
in our opinionthe geoidalanomalyis explained
more reasonablyby the effectsof accumulation
of dense mantle residua.

Density modelso/ the oceanicmantle. Ringwood [1972] recently summarizedexperimental
evidence on the chemistry and mineralogical
phase changesin the mantle. Ringwood believesthe major part of the mantle to be pyrolite, a material with a 100 Mg/Mg -b Fe ratio
of 89 and a zero-pressuredensity (po) of 3.38 g
cm-•. We have previously discussedour ideas
of fractionation in the asthenospheresource
region, which, in our opinion, has much lower
100 Mg/Mg -b Fe ratios. The melting process

the parental material but are denserthan either

their parentalmaterialor the underlyingassemblage in the deeper mantle. Residual dunire
has an average100 Mg/Mg -b Fe ratio of 84.6
and a poof at least3.40 g cm-•. The densityof
this material is therefore at least 0.02 g cm-s
greater than that of pyrolite.
Wang [1970] showedthat an internally consistent model for bulk sound velocity versus
densityin the mantle fits experimentalvelocity
data for Twin Sistersdunire (100 Mg/Mg -b
Fe -- 93; meanatomicweightm -- 21.0) in the
upper mantle but deviatesin the lower mantle

toward assemblages
with mean atomic weights
in the range 21.3-21.5. Wang suggested,therefore, that the entire mantle may not have a
very wide rangeof iron contents(for 100 Mg/
Mg •- Fe ----0, m -- 29.1). The family of models
derivedby Press[1972,Figure 24], usin.gMonte

Carlo methods, substantiateWang's general
conclusions.

Clearly there is as yet no completeagreement
on variations in iron content with depth in the
man.tle [Wang, 1970; Anderson eta/., 1972;
Ringworld,1972], but there seemsto be growing evidencethat somethinglike Wang's model
describesthe generaltrend of relationshipsbetween bulk sound velocity, density, and mean
atomic weight [Wang, 1972, Figure 10]. The
mean atomic weight for 100 Mg/Mg -b Fe -84.6 olivine is 21.5, which is at the upper limit
of the range of Wang's results for the lower
mantle.

The model of descendingdensity currentsof
residual phasesenriched in iron suggeststhat
there are probably lateral heterogeneitiesin
the compositionof the lower mantle.The family
of successfulsolution.sby Press [1972, Figure
in the mantle beneath Hawaii tends to transfer
24] suggestthat densitiescould vary as much
low melting componentslaterally upward from as ñ0.1 or 0.2 g cm-•. This is also approxiits deeperzonesinto the melting region (that is, mately the range of deviationsto be expected
into the zone of maximum shearing gradients for variations in mean atomic weight correof Figure 2). Thus the migration of lowest sponding to olivine compositionsbetween !00
melting factions essentiallyamountsto a diffu- Mg/Mg -b Fe -- 93 (Twin Sistersdunire) and
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100 Mg/Mg -t- Fe -- 84.6 (residuumfrom
Hawaiian tholeiite melting).
Iron enrichmentof the sinkingresiduabelow
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may be more consistent with the existence,
position,and dimensionsof the foot of a gravi-

tational anchor beneath Hawaii. Although the

melting anomaliesof Hawaiian type also has
importantimplicationsconcerning
maintenance
of the proposeddensitycurrentsacrossdepths
of high-pressure
phasetransformations.
The important experimentalwork of Ringwoodon
high-pressure
phasetransitions(seesummaryin
Ringwood[1972, Figure 6]) has convincingly
demonstratedthat pyroxeneand olivine begin
to progressively
transformto garnetandspineltype phases,respectively,at depths between

relation may be accidental, it is n.oted that the
velocity deviationsshown by Kanasewich ei al.

300 and 400 km. The phase diagram for the

than the plume model.
Bathymetry and heat-flowdata. The bathymetric profile shown in Figure 3 [Uspensky,
1972] showsthat the ocean floor east of Hawaii
is systematicallydeeper than the floor west of
Hawaii. The average difference is somewhat

systemFe2SiO,-Mg2SiO,
[Ringwood,1972, Figure 4] showsthat the spinel transitionsbegin
at lower pressuresin more iron-richolivines.
The pressuredifferenceof the transitionfor
a changefrom a 100 Mg/Mg •- Fe ratio of
93-84.6 is more than 10 kb, implying that transition,
s within the sinking residua of tholeiite

[1973] are of approximatelythe samemagnitude as those causedby the range of composition variations discussedin the preceding sec-

tion. It is recognizedthat, on the existingevidence,interpretation of such velocity anomalies
may be ambiguousand controversial, but, as
was the casewith the gravity data, the present
model is no less consistent with

available

data

less than a kilometer. However, n.ote that the

maximum depths occur a few hundred kilom-

meltingwouldbeginsome30 km or moreabove eters east of the Hawaiian Deep. Although
the transition depth for the more magnesian there are other possibleexplanations,the genmantle compositions.
Thus we would expect a eral bathymetric discontinuity is of roughly
cascading
densityeffectwithin the streamtube the correct magnitude for the pressureeffects
in the appendix(section2).
that tends to offset the effect of increasingvis- discussed
The above discontinuity in average depth is
cosity with depth on the velocitiesof descent.
Seismicwave paths in the deepmantle. Kanasewichet al. [1973] and Julian and Sengupta
[1973] have independentlyreported evidence
of anomalousphasevelocitiesfor seismicwave

shownin the profile of apparent densitiesin the
upper 50 km of the earth computedby Uspensky [1972, Figure 4]. In the same figure he
also summarized

heat

flow

data

across the

paths that traversethe deepestfew hundred Pacific. There is clearly a systematicdecrease
kilometersof the mantle. Such wave paths that
travel beneaththe positionof Hawaii werefound
in the study by Kanasewichet al. [1973, Figure
4] to show anomalouslyhigh phasevelocities;
this study reported wave velocitiesabout 0.3
km sec-• higher than velocitiesfor P wavesin
model 2 of Birch [1964], the deviation begin-

in heat flow from the regionof the East Pacific
rise to roughlythe positionof Hawaii, west of
which there is little change.It seemsto us that
this profile is consistentwith the thermosiphon
conceptdiscussed
in section3 of the appendix
and not with the idea that Hawaii represents

ning at a depth of about 2,600 km (the coremantle boundaryis at about 2,900 km). On the
other hand, Julian and Sengup.ta[1973] indicated a regionof low phasevelocitiesnear Hawaii and anomalously high velocities to the

a hot spot fed by thermal plumes. Certainly
there is no anomaly of regionalheat flow such
as is seenin the vicinity of spreadingridges.If
anything,the heat flow in the immediatevicinity of Hawaii is lower than that in adjacent
regions.As we pointedout earlier, in agreement

northwest.

with

Both of the above studies emphasized the
correlationbetween anomalouswave paths and
the location of Hawaii and suggestedlhe possibility that the seismicdata have sampledproperties in the mantle that are in someway related
to Morgan's hypothesisof thermal plumes.We

[1972], the contributionof viscousdissipation
in asthenospheric
flow to the surface flux is

conclusions of

Schubert

and

Turcotte

approximatelyconstant.Volcanismin Hawaii
actually representsa heat leak relative to the
averageflux, and consequently
suchan anomaly
would be more of a cold spot than a hot spot
suggest,on the contrary,that theseanomalies of regionalsurfaceflux. However,the effectof
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thermal feedback is to accelerate flow in the
the Hawaiian direction,dependingon balances
transport
upper part of the asthenosphere
at the melting between velocitiesof asthenospheric
anomaly, thereby compensatingthe volcanic and the sinking velocity of the anchor. This
heat loss.
may indeed be the case in the Austral Islands,
where agesappear to decreasein both directions
IMPLICATIONS OF GRAVITATIONAL ANCI-IORS

from

Rurutu

toward

both

Jaluit

Island

and

Macdonald seamount [Krummenacher and
Kinematics o/ the Pacific mantle. Gravita-

tional anchorssatisfyall the availableevidence
suggestingthat melting anomaliesof the type
that producelinear island chainshave remained
in roughly the same positionsrelative to the
deepmantle over at leastthe latest 40 m.y. and
probablythe latest 100 m.y. In fact, we suggest
that the 'anchor' conceptprovidesa far more

Noetzlin, 1966; Clague and Jarra•,d, 1973b].
Conceivably, an episode of very fast sinking
could even break the continuity of a stream
tube (analogousto drop formationby fluctuations of flow rates in a laminar jet). This effect
would then produce an offset in the inertial
positionof the melting anomaly.

On present
e:Vidence
we findno conflict
be-

sensitiveinertial guidancesystemfor positioning tween our model and descriptionsof volcanic
suchasthe Hawaiianridgeas'aseisof melting anomaliesthan doesthe conceptof llneaments
thermal plumes.This is becausethe anchoris mic ridges' [Wilson, 1963]. As was discussed
localizedat a leveljust belowthe siteof melting, by Morgan [1965], Weertman [1970], and
not 2,800 km deeper.Density currents,of either many others, the flow law at stresslevels impositive or negativesign,tend to be divergent plied by the size and density contrastbetween
at their leadingends.This effecthasbeenpostu- the downgoingresiduumand surroundingmanA smooth
lated by Morgan [1972a, b] and others as pro- tle is controlledby diffusiveprocesses.
variation
of
creep
rates
is
to
be
expected,
parviding a tractive force for plate motion. However, by the very nature of such divergence, ticularly sincethis material has been stripped
the risingplumelosesits coherence
as a focusing of its low-melting and volatile constituents.
mechanism.Typically, it wouldbe expectedthat Other transitions, such as olivine --> spinel,
the head of the plume would break up into take placegraduallyover a range of pressures
swirls and various forms of substructures as it

impingeson the lithospherein a situationsuch
as that below Hawaii.

Similar instabilities will

affect downgoingdensity currents,but they do
not influence the sharpnessand linearity of

in multicomponentassemblages[Rihgwood,
1972], so that suddenvolume changesare not
expected.However,we do not rule out the
possibilitythat occasional
seismiceventscould
be associated
with the proposedmechanism.

Plate motion in time. Becausethe gravitational anchoris decoupledfrom the lithosphere
siduum at the level of stable stratification.
by the zone of asthenospheric
melting,it has
Although the anchoringeffect of the density no substantialinfluenceon plate motion (unless
current tendsto lock aSSociated
melting anom- there were enoughsuch melting anomaliesto
the averagerate of asalies to the underlyingmantle, somedrift can significantlyinfiuen.ce
transporttowardspreading
ridges).
probably occur as a consequence
of accelera- thenospheric
tions of the melting wave in the asthenosphere The anchorsessentiallyrepresentpinningpoints
by thermal feedback[Shaw, 1973]. However, of the meltinganomalyrelativeto the mantle
the inertial effect of the anchor counteracts
below the asthenosphere.
Times of changein
directionssimplypivot aboutthese
this tendency by reestablishinga more sym- spreading
metrical flow field during intervalsof low propa- markers unlessthe lull in melting rates is loiag
gation rates. Such swingsaround the anchor enoughto permitthe densitycurrentto become
fromthe zoneof melting.Howcouldwell accountfor the apparentslowmove- totallydetached
ment of melting anomalieswith time [Molnar ever, as the rate of supply of residuumdesodoesthe diameterof the streamtube.
and Atwater, 1973; Claguea•d Jarrard, 1973a]. creases,
The above considerations
suggestthe possi- Therefore there is a tendency for the sinking
bility that propagationdirectionsof linear vol- rate to slow at times of low rates of lithospherecanic chains could weI1 be reversed relative to
asthenosphere
counterflow.

relatedvolcanism.
They will, however,affect

the size and positionof the accumulatingre-
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Birth o• an anchor. As is the casewith most

forms of convectionalinstability, the point of
origin of stream tubes dependson the existence
of soine disturbanceof the previously existing
flow field. As was pointed out by Shaw [1973],
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whether volcanismwould begin at a positionof
anomalouslyhigh stress,or becausethe secular
accumulationof a melt fraction would happen
to satisfy the mechanicalcriteria of extensional
failure. We note, as pointed out by Secor

•etween
thegreatest
lateral chemicaland temperatureheterogeneities [1965],thatthedifference
in the mantle will have a major influenceon the
locationand nature of a melting anomaly.However, it is tempting to speculatethat there is
some systematic relationship among the locations,number,timing, and productivity of melting anomalies, particularly those associated

and the leastprincipalstresses
mustbe fairly

small, or failure would occur in a shear mode
rather than by extensionalinjection of a fluid
phase.Therefore, as was given in the introductory outline of events,we think that anomalous
stresseffectsof the type proposedby Lachenwith linear island chains in the Pacific.
bruch [1973b] are important stepsin the feedThe thermal structureof the asthenosphereback model but that perpetuation of volcanic
implied by the thermosiphonconcept (section fracture systemsoccursbecauseof accumulation
3 of the appendix) suggests
that the most favor- of melt to some critical fraction. Admittedly
able regionsfor developmentof melting anom- this is somethingof a 'chicken-egg'distinction
aliesof Hawaiian type are near spreadingridges. when it is viewed within the context of a dyEither of two Simple reasonscan explain why namic feedback system.
such anomalies are now seen in the central
In our judgment,there is nothingin•0nsistent
Pacific: either there is a major changein man- between the idea of ridge spreadingby broad
tle compositionbetween Hawaii and the East upwellingof partially molten material [LachenPacific ridge or the melting anomaly originated bruch, 1973a] and anchoringof Hawaiian type
at the ridge, and the center of spreadinghas anomaliesby downwellingof iron-rich residua.
moved east relative to the pinning point. The The downwellingmodel is more localized and
proceedsin generalat higher local flow velocilatter couldbe testedby comparisonsof agesat
the origin of a linear volcanic chain and the ties. Therefore there is no reason why the
associatedmagnetic anomaly related to spread- downwellingcannot also penetrate a region of
upwelling
of lessdense
materials.
In Ofir
ing rates. Unfortunately, the origin of the slower
between
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian-Emperor systemis lost in the com- view,the maindifference
plexity of the Aleutian trench system, and melting anomalyand the Iceland melting anomother linear volcanic chains are not known in
aly could relate to the symmetry of flow about
similar detail. The SocietyIslands are interest- the point of downwellingand the global baling in this context, since they may well be a ancesof plate motion and ridge spreadingthat
melting anomaly of the line island type that governthe kinematicmotion of spreadingcendoesnot appear to extend back beyond a bend, ters relative to the gravitational anchors.If so,
nor are they presently near a spreadingridge. Iceland is simply a symmetricalform (that is,
If melting anomaliesof the Hawaiian type nonpropagating)of our generaldynamicmodel
indeed begin below central regions of the and containsa gravitational anchorbeneaththe
Pacific plate, there must be some heterogeneity melting anomalythere. If the existenceof the
of compositions, melting temperatures, or V-shaped lineamentsdescribedby Vogt [1971]
southof Icelandare provedby dating of dredge
stressesof lithosphere-mantlecouplingthat initiate surface volcanism.It is pointed out by samplesto confirm the proposedpropagation
direction, it seems possible that this effect
Lachenbruch [1973b] that stressesin the lithocould
simply relate to the expandingregionof
sphere and asthenospherewill be influenced
significantlyby asthenospheremelting. In our influenceof counterflowand melting below Iceview, there are always significant and time- land.
It is noted that the depth to the core-mantle
dependentvariations of such coupling stresses
from place to place over the Pacific, even boundaryis about 2900 km. The length of the
though plate motion is on the whole fairly Hawaiian ridge is about 3600 km, and the
steady. The uncertaintiesof mechanicalprop- Emperor chain is roughly3000 km. Therefore,
erties of solid state assemblagesversus their if the density current has been operating since
melting temperatures make it dimcult to say the origin of the Hawaiian-Emperorsystem,it
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would appear that an amount of residuumhas betweena rigid Pacificplate and a rheidastheaccumulatedat the core-mantleboundaryabout nosphere,a self-perpetuatingcycle of surface
equalto the presentvolumeof the gravitational volcanismand downwellingresidua appears
anchor below Hawaii. This volume could be estidynamicallyinevitable. This model is consistent

mated from the volcanicvolumesgiven by
Shaw [1973] if the averageratio of melt to
residualfractionswere known.Assumingthat
the fractionof melt removedis roughly10%,

with currently availablegravitational,bathymetric,and heat flow data and explainsanomalouslyhighP wavevelocities
in the deepmantle
beneathHawaii inferredby Kanasewichet al.
the volume of residuum is about an order of
[1973]. The plume hypothesisfails to explain
magnitude larger than the lava volume. This the episodicnature of volcanismalong the
gives about 107 km• of residual material since chains,the high P wave velocities,or the rethe time of the Hawaiian-Emperorbend and markably low heat flow gradientsoutsidethe
suggeststhat the volume previously accumulated at the core-mantleboundaryis of similar
magnitude. Therefore the dimensions of the
'foot' of the densitycurrent in Figure 2 could
be o.fthe order300 x 300 x 100km, although
its geometricform is entirely conjectural.
Angular velocity o• rotation with depth in
the earth. The thermal plume model of Morgan [1971, 1972a, b] assumesthat the earth's
mantle is in a state of rigid body rotation. An

extensiveglobalsystemof plumesrisingat the

velocitiesenvisagedby Morgan [1972a, b]
would eventuallyproducea major imbalancein
distributions of angular momentum. This is
becauseparcelsof fluid moving up are subjected to a relative westwardacceleration(that

very immediate vicinity of the volcanic edifice
at the ends of the linear chains.

Oneof the mainappealsof the plumehypothesis has been that, by definition,plume sites
were fixed with respect to the lower mantle
and thus couldfurnisha fixed referencesystem
of plate motions. However, considerableevidencefor the gradualdrift of meltinganomalies
has recentlybeen generated.The gravitational
anchor, although relatively fixed by inertial
forces,is controlledby an episodicprocessand
may be expectedto drift somewhatwith time.
We wishto emphasizethat we considerdownwellingto be applicableto the origin of linear
volcanic island chains and do not consider it

to be a universalexplanationfor all terrestrial
is, they are slowedrelative to the mean rotation melting anomalies.It does not appear, for
rate at the surface[Shaw et al., 1971, p. 882] example, to be a promising mechanism for
and vice versafor materialsmovingdown). If volcanismat mid-oceanicridges,exceptin the
the lowermantleweresufficientlyfluid to sustain caseof anomalousareas like Iceland. It may,
large regionsof partial melting, it would seem however,find applicationin the explanationof
likely that there would be a secular drift of the

linear continentalvolcanicbelts,suchas those

sourceregionsto the east relative to the positions of related melting anomaliesat the earth's
surface.The sameeffectappliesto our model,
but in generalthe modelimpliesa colder,less

stone Park, and, within the framework of what
is known of the geologyof Mars, we consider
that the downwe!linghypothesisis as worthy

extendingfrom the Columbiaplateauto Yellow-

fluid mantle and involves much smaller total

of considerationas the plume hypothesisin
rates of vertical mass transfer. Furthermore, speculationsabout the origin of the linear vol-

not all gravitational anchors are fad at such

canic vents of Tharsis and Elysium [Cart,

high rates as belowHawaii or Iceland. If the
density-currentmodel can be tied directly to
seismicmodelsof mantle structure,the relation
may provideevidenceon distributionsof angu-

1973].

lar velocity in the mantle and rates of mantlewide convection.

APPENDIX:

SOME FACTORS Tt-IAT INFLUENCE

PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS AND TOPOGRAPt-IIC
EXPRESSION OF MELTING ANOMALIES

1. Adiabatic decompression.If the melting
instability
is viewedin terms of changesof state
CONCLUSIONS
acrossa throttling point, it can be alternatively
Given that melting processes
beneath linear expressedin terms of the Joule-Kelvin effect.
chainsof shield volcanoesyield mantle residua Waldbaum [1971] has predicted very large
that are more densethan their parental mate- increasesof temperature in the mantle due to
rials, and given the continuousshear interface this effect, but it appearsthat he overestimated
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the heating, becausein his equation he used
changesof total pressurerather than changes
of fluid potential to compute temperatures.
However,the resultsapply as stated for flow
acrossa throttling point at a fixed level in the
gravitational field. The magnitude of Joule-

ture-dependentviscositiesand effectsof viscous
dissipationon surfaceheat flux. Althoughwe
concurwith their general approach,we think
that the discussionof pressuregradientsand
topographyis misleading.Figure 4 showsthe
model tested. Schubert and Turcotte assume

Kelvin coefficients for mantle materials is about

that the velocity vector is horizontal and that

20øC/kb [Waldbaum,1971, Table 1]. In the

thereforethe pressureas a functionof depth

steady state this temperature and pressure is hydrostatic, so that the surface elevation

changeacrossa fixedpositionwouldcorrespond necessarily
corresponds
to the pressure
gradient
to a topographicdepressionof about 3 km drivingthe flow. In a more completemodelthis
ahead of the throttling point. This number might be true--for example,if the flow were
remainsuncertain,however,becausethe insta- driven by buoyancy forces generatedin. the
bility does not strictly resemble a simple asthenospherebelow the descendingslab. In
throttle, and there are other effects of heat this case,flow is driven by the total changein
storageto take into account.
hydraulic head from the deep source to the
2. Topographic
e#ectof a sinkingmass. A center of spreading(the point of discharge),
pressuregradient as discussedabove is also and the reversedtopographicgradientbetween
impliedby the effectof a sinkingmass.Morgan the ridge and trench has no effect on the flow
[1965] showedthat the depression
of the sur- of lithosphere(aswith a siphon).
face abovea sinkingspherecan be expressedas
The one-dimensional
model views the asthea combinationof terms involving the pressure
and velocity.From the point of view of gravity measurements,the 'pressure surface mass
deficiency'and the mass excessof the sinker
tend to cancel,so that the free air anomaly is
mainly influencedby the velocity effect. This
apparentlypredictsa negativefree air anomaly
in regionsof horizontalconvergence(suchas at
trenches and above the region of Figure 3 of
this paper) and positiveanomaliesin regionsof
horizontaldivergence(suchas spreadingridges).
However, Morgan pointed out that little re-

nospherein a manner similar to that of a deformable pipe on a horizontal surface, where
one end is at a faucet and the other is open.
With the faucet on, the pressuregradient is a
linear function of distancefrom the faucet, and
the 'topography' of the upper surface of the
pipe slopesdowntoward the point of discharge.
Although the model seems to be formally
correct and internally consistent, it ignores
other effectsthat control the general distribution of buoyancyforcesin the mantle (it might
be noted in Figure 4 that, if the lithosphere

liance can be placed on numericalestimates, were treated as a fluid, albeit a much more
because of other factors.

Morgan [1965, p. 6180] gave the total depressionabove a sinkingspherein the form

htot(r)= H DS/(D2 -I'-r25/2
where D is the depth to the center of the
sphere, r is the horizontal distance from the
vertical line through the sphere, and H is the
maximumsurfacedepression
givenby

H = 2Apaa/oD=

•--•
•".•"--.-

= LITHOSPHF..Rœ
-----• -- •
•- ASTHENOSPHœRœ
'•-

Fig. 4. One-dimensional model of lithosphereasthenosphere counterflow [Schubert and Tur-

cotte, 1972,Figure 1]. 'Model of shallow-mantle
convection. Conservation of mass is satisfied by a

For a densitycontrastAp _• 0.05, the maximum

counterflowin the asthenosphere
at depths be-

depression
wouldbeabouti km.

tween100and300km.Thereturnflowis driven

3. Pressures
implied
bylithosphere-asthenoby
a hydrostatic
pressure
thatincreases
with
distance from the ridge. This pressure gradient

spherecounterflow.
Schuberiand Turcotte is reflected
asanincrease
in ocean-floor
elevation
[1972]gavea one-dimensional
analysis
of sym- away from the ridge' [SchubertmzdTurcotte,
metrical counterflow, incorporating tempera-

1972,p. 946].
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viscousfluid than the asthenosphere,the pres-

suregradientis reversed).
The model that appealsmore to us is suggestedby the idea of a thermosiphon.The

conceptis shownschematically
in Figure 5.

Here, one vertical wall of a container partly
filled with a viscousfluid is heated, the upper
surface and oppositewall are cooled,and the
bottom is insulated. If the viscosity is low
enough,the convectionis in the form of sharply
defined boundary layers, but as viscosity increases the flow 'fills' the entire container so
that the flow lines resemble those in the usual

diagram of Benard convection,or as shownby
Schubert and Turcotte [1972, Figure 3]. The

•

Hot

Tcol
d

model is similar

Depth of compensation

(b)
Cold

Hot

driven

here; the horizontal temperature gradient is
simply a fact based on profiles of heat flow
acrossspreadingridges[Sleep,1969; McKenzie,
1969; Uspenslcy,1972]. If we now introduce
conceptsof viscousheatingand stronggradients
of viscosityin Figure 5a, the flow pattern can
be drasticallymodifiedon the local scalewhile
tho same senseof generalcirculationis maintained. For example,if the fluid is in general

highlyviscousand a heateris introducedin the
stippledregionof Figure 5b, a relativelyfluid
lensis generatedbetweenthe coldsurfacelayer
and the deep circulation.The combinationof
additionalbuoyancyforcesand traction of the
underlyingcirculationwould quickly squeeze
this fluid out at the apex of the fluid surfaceif
it were not continuouslyregeneratedby heating

Insulated

Trench

Hot
,,

__J

for convection

The source of the 'hot wall' is not considered

pgAh]
•----pgA
h2

Ridge

to that

by a horizontal temperattire gradient proposed
by Allan et al. [1967] and appliedby McKenzie
[1969] to mantle convection.

new incrementsof the underlyingfluid.

_•

•_

_.•____
Depth
of

?• •. ?compensahon

Fig. 5. Schematic model of asthenospherebased
on convection driven by horizontal temperature
gradients [Allan et al., 1967; McKenzie, 1969]
modified according to the thermosiphon concept
proposedby Shaw et al. [1971, p. 882] (details
of asthenospherecounterflowwere not considered

In most of the presentmodelsof asthenoo
spherictransport,whetherthat of Schubert
and Turcotte [1972], Shaw [1973], or others,

the asthenosphere
is recognizedas a regionin
which there are sharp maximumsof viscous

dissipation(compareSchubertand Turcotte
[1972,Figure2] and Shaw [1973,Figure8]);
this would also be true if the lithospherewere

in this work of Shaw et al.). (a) Boundary layer

'draggedalong'by tractionfroman underlying

flow of a viscous liquid in a container with one
wall heated and another cooled; the surface is

convectioncell. Therefore a situation analogous

overturn, as in (b).

transport and melting. The 'gravitational

to Figure5b may be the mostappropriateone.
also cooled and the bottom is insulated. (b)
If so,generalcounterflow
of the asthenosphere
Model as in (a) but of more highly viscous
is
simply
a
displacement
of
the moresluggish
material with a low viscosity region generated
circulationin the deepermantle. This model
by a heat source located somewhat below the
surface. (c) Hypothetical thermosiphon model is shownin Figure5c. Here therewill alsobe a
of lithosphere-asthenosphere
counterflow.Material
lateral temperaturegradient in the asthenoo
below the asthenosphereis continually displaced
of underupward and heated by viscousdissipation.This sphereand a gradualincorporation
material is also subject to sluggish clockwise lying mantleinto the regionof asthenosphere
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anchors' below melting anomalies such as Forrester,J. W., Principlesof Systems,pp. 5-7,
Wright-Allen, Cambridge, Mass., 1968.
Hawaii are viewed as a local penetration or
Goldreich, P., and A. Toomre, Some remarks on
disturbanceof the generalcirculation.
polar wandering, J. Geophys. Res., 74, 2555Althoughthe thermosiphon
modelis difficult
2567, 1969.
to model in numericaldetail, it appearsto be Green, D. H., Composition of basaltic magmas
as indicators of conditions of origin: Applicaconceptually
the mostconsistent
with profilesof
tion to oceanic volcanism, Phil. Trans. Roy.
heat flow, topography,and densityacrossthe
Soc. London, Set. A, 268, 707-725, 1971.
Pacificsummarizedrecentlyby Uspensky[1972, Green, D. H., and A. E. Ringwood, The stability
Figures3, 4].
fields of aluminous pyroxene peridotire and
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